Abstract. In this article, we study the center of a generalized effect algebra (GEA), relate it to the exocenter, and in case the GEA is centrally orthocomplete (a COGEA), relate it to the exocentral cover system. Our main results are that the center of a COGEA is a complete boolean algebra and that a COGEA decomposes uniquely as the direct sum of an effect algebra (EA) that contains the center of the COGEA and a complementary direct summand in which no nonzero direct summand is an EA.
Introduction
Effect algebras (EAs) [5] , which are mathematically equivalent to weak orthoalgebras [18] , provide a basis for the representation of quantum measurements [2] , especially measurements that involve fuzziness or unsharpness. The class of EAs includes orthoalgebras [14] , MV-algebras [28] , Heyting MV-algebras [4] , orthomodular posets [19] , orthomodular lattices [1, 24] , and boolean algebras [35] . An account of the axiomatic approach to quantum mechanics, employing EAs and the closely related D-posets [26] , can be found in [3] .
Several authors have encountered, studied, or employed algebraic structures that, roughly speaking, are EAs "without a largest element," i.e., generalized effect algebras (GEAs). These include: D. Foulis and M. Bennett [5] (positive cones in partially ordered abelian groups), J. Hedlíková and S. Pulmannová [20] (generalized orthoalgebras), G. Kalmbach and Z. Riečanová [25] (abelian RI-posets and abelian RI-semigroups), F. Kôpka and F. Chovanec [26] (D-posets), A. Mayet-Ippolito [27] (generalized orthomodular posets), M. Polakovič and Z. Riečanová [30] (densely defined positive operators) and A. Wilce [36] (cancellative positive partial abelian semigroups). Thus in [3, 20, 21, 23, 27, 30, 31, 33, 36] one can find various versions and essentially equivalent definitions of GEAs-see Definition 2.1 in Section 2 below.
Increased interest in GEAs can be attributed to the discovery that certain systems of (possibly) unbounded positive symmetric operators on a Hilbert space, e.g., operators that represent quantum observables and states, can be organized into GEAs [29, 30, 32, 34] .
The center of an EA was introduced in [16] , shown to be a boolean subalgebra of the EA, and related to direct-sum decompositions of the EA. In [33, Definition 5 .1], Z. Riečanová extended to a GEA the definition of a central element, and in [31] S. Pulmannová and E. Vinceková continued the study of the center of a GEA. Whereas for an EA there is a bijective correspondence between elements of the center and direct summands, this is no longer necessarily true for a GEA. However, elements of the so-called exocenter [10] , which are certain mappings on the GEA, do correspond bijectively to the direct summands.
This article should be viewed as a continuation of [10] . For the reader's convenience, Sections 2-6 below include a brief outline of topics presented in detail in [10] . Although a number of new results are presented in Sections 2-6, our main new contributions to the theory of GEAs appear in Section 7.
The definition and basic properties of a GEA are reviewed in Section 2. In Section 3, we explain the sense in which a boolean algebra (respectively, a generalized boolean algebra) is a certain kind of EA (respectively, GEA). In Section 4, we review direct sum decompositions and relate them to the center and the exocenter of a GEA. Section 5 focuses on the exocentral cover, and Section 6 is devoted to a sketch of some of the versions of completeness pertinent to GEAs-especially central orthocompleteness.
In Section 7, we adopt the standing assumption that E is a centrally orthocomplete GEA (COGEA) and we study the center and the exocenter of E in this case. By Theorems 6.9 and 7.5, both the exocenter and the center of the COGEA E are complete boolean algebras. In Theorem 7.6, we show that E decomposes uniquely as a direct sum E " H ' K where H is an EA containing the center of E, and no nonzero direct summand of K is an EA.
Generalized effect algebras
In this article, the abbreviation 'iff' stands for 'if and only if' and :" means 'equals by definition.' As observed in [23, § 1] , a generalized effect algebra, according to the following definition, is the same thing as a cancellative and positive partial abelian monoid. Definition 2.1. A generalized effect algebra (GEA) is a partial algebra pE; ', 0q with a partially defined binary operation ', called the orthosummation, and with a constant 0 P E, called the zero such that the following conditions are satisfied for all e, f, d P E:
Equalities in GEA1 and GEA2 are understood in the sense that, if one side is defined, so is the other, and the equality holds. If no confusion results, a GEA pE; ', 0q will usually be written simply as E, and elements of E will usually be denoted by c, d, e, f, p, q, s, and t, with or without subscripts. On a GEA E we define:
‚ a binary relation K (orthogonality) by e K f iff e ' f is defined; ‚ a binary relation ≤ by e ≤ f iff Dd, e K d and e ' d " f ; ‚ a partial binary operation a by f a e :" d iff e K d and e ' d " f .
If we write an orthosum e ' f , without stipulating that e K f , we tacitly assume that e K f .
The GEA E is partially ordered by the relation ≤ and 0 ≤ e, @e P E. Evidently, f a e is defined iff e ≤ f , in which case it is well-defined by GEA4. Also, we have the following cancellation law for inequalities: e ' f ≤ e ' d ñ f ≤ d. The GEA E is an effect algebra (EA) [5] iff there is a largest element in E, called the unit in E, and often denoted by u or by 1. If E is an EA, then e K :" 1 a e, called the orthosupplement of e, satisfies the condition f K e ô f ≤ e K . We call E a proper GEA iff there is no largest element in E.
The following simple examples will help to fix ideas-numerous additional examples can be found in the references cited in Section 1.
The half-open unit interval r0, 1q :" te P R : 0 ≤ e ă 1u in the ordered field R of real numbers is a GEA with e ' f :" e`f iff e`f ă 1. The GEA partial order on r0, 1q coincides with the restriction to r0, 1q of the total order on R, and if e ≤ f , then f a e " f´e.
Of course, the closed unit interval r0, 1s :" te P R : 0 ≤ e ≤ 1u with e ' f " e`f iff e`f ≤ 1 is an EA with unit 1.
Example 2.3. Let G be an additively-written partially ordered abelian group with positive cone G`:" te P G : 0 ≤ eu [15] . Then G`, with e ' f :" e`f for all e, f P G`, is a GEA in which e K f holds for all e and f . The GEA partial order on G`coincides with the restriction to Gò f the partial order on G.
It is not difficult to show that a GEA E such that e K f for all e, f P E can be realized as the positive cone in a directed partially ordered abelian group G, and that G is determined by E up to an isomorphism of partially ordered abelian groups.
If E is a GEA, then a nonempty subset S Ď E is:
‚ an order ideal iff s P S and t ≤ s implies t P S; ‚ orthosum-closed iff, for s, t P S, s K t implies s ' t P S; ‚ difference-closed iff, for s, t P S, s ≤ t implies t a s P S; ‚ a ideal iff S is an orthosum-closed order ideal; ‚ a sub-GEA of E iff S is both orthosum-closed and difference-closed; ‚ a p-interval iff p P E and S " Er0, ps :" te P E : 0 ≤ e ≤ pu; ‚ sup/inf-closed iff it is closed under the formation of existing suprema and infima in E of nonempty families in S.
Suppose H " S Ď E is difference-closed. Choosing any element s P S, and noting that s ≤ s, we find that 0 " sas P S, and we can organize S into a GEA pS; ' S , 0q as follows: For s, t P S, define s K S t iff s ' t P S, in which case s ' S t :" s ' t. Then the GEA partial order on S is the restriction to S of the partial order on E. We understand that a nonempty difference-closed subset S of E will always be regarded as a GEA in this way.
If H " S Ď E is an order ideal and s, t P S with s ≤ t, then t a s ≤ t, so t a s P S. Therefore, every order ideal S is difference-closed, hence it is a GEA in its own right.
Suppose H " S Ď E is a sub-GEA. Then, as S is difference-closed, we can form the GEA pS; ' S , 0q; however, in this case, K S and ' S are just the restrictions to S of K and ', and they can safely be written without the subscripts since one can tell from the context what is intended. As every ideal is a sub-GEA, the same convention applies to ideals in E.
Let p P E. Then clearly, the p-interval Er0, ps is an order-ideal in E; in fact a p-interval is the same thing as an order ideal with a largest element p. In organizing Er0, ps into a GEA, we write K Er0,ps and ' Er0,ps , for short, as K p and ' p , respectively. Then, as Er0, ps is a GEA with a largest element p, it is an EA. Clearly, Er0, ps is sup/inf-closed in E. An element p P E is called principal iff for e, f ≤ p, e K f ñ e ' f ≤ p. Clearly p is principal iff Er0, ps is an ideal in E; equivalently, p is principal iff Er0, ps is a sub-GEA of E.
If pE i q iPI is a nonempty family of GEAs, then with the obvious coordinatewise definition of ', the cartesian product E :"ˆi PI E i is again a GEA, and the GEA-partial order on E is the coordinatewise partial order.
Obviously, the cartesian product of EAs is again an EA. In what follows, we understand that a cartesian product of GEAs is thus organized into a GEA.
Boolean and generalized boolean effect algebras
If pP ; ≤q is a partially ordered set then the supremum (least upper bound), if it exists, and the infimum (greatest lower bound), if it exists, of a family pp i q iPI of elements in P will be written as Ž iPI p i and Ź iPI p i , respectively. If p, q P P , then the join or supremum, if it exists, and the meet or infimum, if it exists, of p and q in P will be written as p _ q and p^q, respectively. When we write an expression involving p _ q or p^q, we are tacitly assuming the existence thereof. A smallest element of P , if it exists, is usually denoted by 0, and two elements p, q P P are said to be disjoint iff p^q " 0. A largest element in P , if it exists, is often denoted by 1. If there exist both a smallest element, say 0, and a largest element, say 1, in P , then P is said to be bounded. We note that the supremum, if it exists, of the empty family is 0 and the infimum, if it exists, of the empty family is 1. If P is bounded then elements p, q P P are complements of each other iff p _ q " 1 and p^q " 0, and P is said to be complemented iff every element in P has a complement.
A lattice is a partially ordered set pL; ≤, _,^q such that every pair of elements p, q P L has a supremum p _ q and an infimum p^q in L [17] . A complete lattice is a lattice in which every family of elements (including the empty family) has a supremum and an infimum. A GEA that is a lattice is said to be lattice ordered, or simply a lattice GEA. If a lattice L satisfies the distributive laws p^pq _rq " pp^qq_pp^rq and p_pq^rq " pp_qq^pp_rq for all p, q, r P L, it is called a distributive lattice. A boolean algebra (BA) is a bounded complemented distributive lattice [17, p. 48] , [35] .
If B is a BA, then every element b P B has a unique complement in B, often denoted by b 1 . Furthermore, we have the De Morgan laws:
. Also, the following extended distributive law holds: If a P B and
The next theorem provides a useful alternative characterization of a BA. A distributive and relatively complemented lattice L with smallest element 0 is called a generalized boolean algebra (GBA) [17, p. 77] . To say that the GBA L is relatively complemented means that, for a, b P L with a ≤ b, the interval Lra, bs :" tc P L : a ≤ c ≤ bu, with the partial order inherited from L, is complemented. It is not difficult to show that, if L is a distributive lattice with smallest element 0, then L is a GBA iff, for every b P L, the interval Lr0, bs is complemented. Obviously, every BA is a GBA, and a GBA is a BA iff it has a largest element.
A GBA L is organized into an GEA as follows:
A GEA, arising in this way from a GBA, is called a generalized boolean effect algebra (GBEA). For a GBEA, the GEA-partial order coincides with the original GBA-partial order. GBEAs can be characterized as lattice GEAs in which disjoint pairs of elements are the same as orthogonal pairs of elements [10, Theorem 2.9]. Equivalently, a GEA is a GBEA iff it is lattice ordered and every p-interval is a BA. Thus, GBAs and GBEAs are mathematically equivalent. Obviously, a BEA is the same thing as a GBEA that is an EA.
The exocenter and the center
Standing Assumption 4.1. Henceforth in this article, pE; ', 0q is a GEA.
(4) Each e P E can be written uniquely as e " h ' k with h P H and k P K.
If H is a sub-GEA of E and there exists a sub-GEA K of E such that
If H is a direct summand of E, then H is an ideal in E, H has a unique complementary direct summand K in E, and H X K " t0u.
Proof. Suppose E " H ' K, h P H and e P E with e ≤ h. Then h " h ' 0 is the unique way to write h as the orthosum of elements in H and K. We also can write e and h a e uniquely as e " h 1 ' k 1 and h a e " h 2 ' k 2 with h 1 , h 2 P H and k 1 , k 2 P K. But then h " e ' ph a eq " ph 1 ' k 1 q ' ph 2 ' k 2 q " ph 1 'h 2 q'pk 1 'k 2 q with h 1 'h 2 P H and k 1 'k 2 P K, whence by uniqueness, h " h 1 ' h 2 and 0 " k 1 ' k 2 , and it follows that k 1 " k 2 " 0, whereupon e " h 1 P H and h a e " h 2 P H. Therefore, H is an ideal in E.
To prove that K is uniquely determined by H, suppose that also E " H 'Q. Let k P K. Then k " h 1 'q 1 with h 1 P H and q 1 P Q, and q 1 " h 2 'k 2 with h 2 P H and k 2 P K, and we have
Finally, suppose that E " H ' K and e P H X K. Then there are unique elements h P H, k P K with e " h ' k. But e " e ' 0 with e P H, 0 P K, whence k " 0. Also e " 0 ' e with 0 P H and e P K, whence e " k " 0. Consequently, H X K " t0u.
We omit the straightforward proof of the next lemma.
Lemma 4.4. Let E be a generalized boolean effect algebra (GBEA), let p P E, and put H :" Er0, ps, K :" te P E : e K pu. Then E " H ' K.
Let E " H 'K. Then each e P E decomposes uniquely into "coordinates" e " e 1 ' e 2 with e 1 P H and e 2 P K, and all GEA-calculations on E can be carried out "coordinatewise" in the obvious sense. Since e 1 P H is uniquely determined by e, we can define the surjective projection mapping π : E Ñ H by πe :" e 1 . It is not difficult to check that, regarded as a mapping from E to E, π has the following properties, for all e, f P E: ‚ e K f ñ πe K πf and πpe ' f q " πe ' πf (π is a GEA-endomorphism). ‚ πe ≤ e (π is decreasing). ‚ πpπeq " πe (π is idempotent). ‚ If πe " e and πf " 0, then e K f (π has the orthogonality property).
The set of all mappings π : E Ñ E with the four properties above is denoted by Γ ex pEq and called the exocenter of E [10, Definition 3.1].
If π P Γ ex pEq, then since π is a GEA-endomorphism, it preserves order, i.e., p ≤ q ñ πp ≤ πq; moreover, π preserves arbitrary existing suprema and infima in E [10, Theorem 3.12].
As π P Γ ex pEq is decreasing, the mapping π 1 : E Ñ E given by π 1 e :" e a πe for all e P E is well-defined, and it turns out that π 1 P Γ ex pEq. Moreover, πpEq :" tπe : e P Eu is a direct summand of E and π 1 pEq " tf P E : πf " 0u is the complementary direct summand. Thus, we have a bijective correspondence π Ø H between mappings π P Γ ex pEq and direct summands H of E given by πpEq " H, and if π Ø H then π 1 Ø K, where K is the direct summand complementary to H.
Let π, ξ P Γ ex pEq. Denoting the composition of π and ξ by π˝ξ, so that pπ˝ξqe " πpξeq for all e P E, we find that π˝ξ P Γ ex pEq and π˝ξ " ξ˝π. We define π ≤ ξ iff π˝ξ " π. The relation ≤ is a partial order on Γ ex pEq and π ≤ ξ ô πpEq Ď ξpEq. Furthermore, partially ordered by ≤, Γ ex pEq is a boolean algebra with smallest element 0 (the zero mapping), largest element 1 (the identity mapping), and π Þ Ñ π 1 as the boolean complementation. The infimum and supremum of π and ξ in Γ ex pEq are given by π^ξ " π˝ξ and π_ξ " pπ 1˝ξ 1 q 1 . The infimum and supremum of a finite family π 1 , π 2 , . . . , π n in Γ ex pEq can be calculated pointwise, i.e., pπ 1^π2^¨¨¨^πn qe " π 1 eπ Lemma 4.5. Let π P Γ ex pEq and p, q P E. Then:
Proof. Assume the hypotheses. If q ≤ πp, then since πp P πpEq and πpEq is an ideal in E, we have q P πpEq, and since π is idempotent, it follows that q " πq.
P πpEq, whence r P πpEqr0, πps, and we have Er0, πps Ď πpEqr0, πps. If s P πpEqr0, πps then s " πs and s ≤ πp ≤ p, whence s P πpEr0, psq, so πpEqr0, πps Ď πpEr0, ps, and (iii) is proved. Part (iv) follows immediately from (iii).
The following notion of a central element c P E was introduced in [33, Definition 5.1] and further studied in [31, §6] and [10, §4] . Definition 4.6. An element c P E is central iff (1) every element e P E can be written uniquely as e " e 1 ' e 2 with e 1 ≤ c and e 2 K c; (2) c is principal; and (3) if s, t K c, and s K t, then ps ' tq K c. The set of all central elements in E is denoted by ΓpEq and called the center of E. The GEA E is said to be centerless iff ΓpEq " t0u.
According to the next lemma, the uniqueness condition in Definition 4.6 (1) follows from the condition in Definition 4.6 (2) that c is principal. Lemma 4.10. Let c, e P E and π P Γ ex pEq. Then:
(i) c P ΓpEq and π " π c iff c is the largest element in the direct summand πpEq. (ii) If e P E and c P ΓpEq, then π c e " c^e. (iii) If c P ΓpEq, then the complementary direct summand of π c pEq " Er0, cs is pπ c q 1 pEq " tf P E : f K cu " te a pc^eq : e P Eu.
Proof. (i) Since πpEq is an ideal and π " π c iff πpEq " Er0, cs, part (i) is obvious.
(ii) Part (ii) follows from [10, Lemma 4.5 (i)].
(iii) As π c pEq " Er0, cs, [10, Theorem 4.2 (ii)], implies that pπ c q 1 pEq " tf P E : f K cu. Also, by (ii), pπ c q 1 pEq " te a π c e : e P Eu " te a pc^eq : e P Eu.
(iv)-(vi) Suppose that H is a direct summand of E and that H is an EA. Then the unit c of the EA H is the largest element in H, so H Ď Er0, cs.
Also, since H is an ideal in E, Er0, cs Ď H, whence H " Er0, cs, and we have c P ΓpEq. The converse is obvious, and we have (iv). Part (v) follows immediately from (iv), and (vi) is obvious.
If The center ΓpEq of E is a lattice-ordered sub-GEA of E and, as such, it is a generalized boolean algebra (GBA); hence, it is a generalized boolean effect algebra (GBEA). Moreover, the infimum and the supremum of any finite nonempty subset C of ΓpEq is also the infimum and the supremum, respectively, of C in E.
Proof. If E is a GBEA, then by Lemma 4.4, E " ΓpEq, and the converse follows from Theorem 4.11. This proves (i), and (ii) follows immediately from (i) and the fact that a BEA is the same thing as a GBEA with a largest element.
If π, ξ P Γ ex pEq, we denote the restriction of the mapping ξ to the direct summand πpEq by ξ| πpEq . Theorem 4.13. Let ξ, π P Γ ex pEq. Then:
(ii) If τ P Γ ex pπpEqq, then τ˝π P Γ ex pEq. (iii) ξ Þ Ñ ξ| πpEq is a surjective boolean homomorphism of Γ ex pEq onto Γ ex pπpEqq. (iv) If p P πpEq, then πpEqr0, ps and Er0, ps coincide both as sets and as effect algebras.
Proof. (i) If e P πpEq then πe " e, whence ξ| πpEq e " ξpeq " ξpπeq " πpξeq P πpEq, so ξ| πpEq : πpEq Ñ πpEq. The fact that ξ| πpEq is a GEA-endomorphism on πpEq is obvious, as are the facts that ξ| πpEq is both decreasing and idempotent. Suppose e, f P πpEq, ξ| πpEq e " e, and ξ| πpEq f " 0. Then e K f in E, whence e K f in the direct summand πpEq, so ξ| πpEq has the orthogonality property, and we have ξ| πpEq P Γ ex pπpEqq.
(ii) Assume that τ P Γ ex pπpEqq. Clearly, τ˝π : πpEq Ñ πpEq is a decreasing idempotent GEA-morphism. We have only to show that it has the orthogonality property. Thus, suppose e, f P E with e " τ pπeq and τ pπf q " 0. As e " τ pπeq P πpEq, we have e " πe and τ e " e. Also, f " f 1 ' f 2 with f 1 " πf P πpEq and f 2 P π 1 pEq, whence τ f 1 " τ pπf q " 0.
Since τ e " e and τ f 1 " 0, it follows that e K f 1 . Thus, e " e ' 0 with e P πpEq, 0 P π 1 pEq; f " f 1 ' f 2 with f 1 P πpEq, f 2 P π 1 pEq; e K f 1 , and 0 K f 2 . Since GEA calculations can be conducted coordinatewise on E " πpEq ' π 1 pEq, it follows that e K f , so τ˝π has the orthogonality property.
(iii) It is clear that ξ Þ Ñ ξ| πpEq maps the zero and unit elements of Γ ex pEq to the zero and unit elements of Γ ex pπpEqq. This mapping preserves finite suprema and infima because these are calculated pointwise both in Γ ex pEq and Γ ex pπpEqq [10, Theorem 3.8]. Therefore ξ Þ Ñ ξ| πpEq is a boolean homomorphism of Γ ex pEq to Γ ex pπpEqq. To prove surjectivity, suppose that τ P Γ ex pπpEqq. Then by part (ii), ξ :" τ˝π : E Ñ E belongs to Γ ex pEq, and ξ| πpEq " τ , whence ξ Þ Ñ ξ| πpEq maps Γ ex pEq onto Γ ex pπpEqq.
(iv) Part (iv) follows from Lemma 4.5 (iv), the way in which πpEq is organized into a GEA, and the way in which the p-intervals πpEqr0, ps and Er0, ps are organized into EAs.
(v) Suppose c P ΓpπpEqq. Then c P πpEq and there exists τ P Γ ex pπpEqq such that pτ˝πqpEq " τ pπpEqq " πpEqr0, cs " Er0, cs as per part (iv) above. By part (ii), τ˝π P Γ ex pEq, and it follows that c P ΓpEq; hence, c P ΓpEq X πpEq. Conversely, suppose c P ΓpEq X πpEq. Then there exists ξ P Γ ex pEq with ξpEq " Er0, cs and πc " c. By part (i) above, ξ| πpEq P Γ ex pπpEqq. Also, using Lemma 4.5 (iv), we have ξ| πpEq pπpEqq " ξpπpEqq " πpξpEqq " πpEr0, csq " Er0, cs " πpEqr0, cs, so c P ΓpπpEqq.
The exocentral cover
Definition 5.1. Let e P E. If there is a smallest mapping in the set tπ P Γ ex pEq : πe " eu, we denote this mapping by γ e and call it the exocentral cover of e. If every element e P E has an exocentral cover γ e , then the family pγ e q ePE is called the exocentral cover system for E.
Theorem 5.2. Suppose that every element in E has an exocentral cover, let π P Γ ex pEq, and let c, d, e, f P E. Then:
(i) γ 0 " 0, and e P E ñ e " γ e e.
(ii) πe " e ô γ e ≤ π.
(iv) c P ΓpEq iff γ c pEq Ď Er0, cs iff γ c pEq " Er0, cs.
(v) If c P ΓpEq, then γ c " π c and γ c e " e^c.
Proof. Part (i) is obvious from Definition 5.1 as is the fact that πe " e ñ γ e ≤ π. Also, if γ e ≤ π then e " γ e e ≤ πe ≤ e, so e " πe, and we have (ii).
(iii) If e ≤ f then e ≤ f " γ f f by (i), whence γ f e " e by Theorem 4.5 (ii), and it follows from (ii) that γ e ≤ γ f .
(iv) Suppose c P ΓpEq, i.e., Er0, cs is a direct summand of E. Then there exists π P Γ ex pEq with c P Er0, cs " πpEq, so πc " c, and therefore γ c ≤ π by (ii), whence γ c pEq Ď πpEq " Er0, cs. Furthermore, by Lemma 4.5 (iv), Er0, cs Ď γ c pEq always holds, and we have γ c pEq Ď Er0, cs ñ γ c pEq " Er0, cs. Finally, since γ c P Γ ex pEq, γ c pEq " Er0, cs implies that c P ΓpEq.
(v) From part (iv) it follows that c P ΓpEq implies γ c " π c . Therefore, by [10, Lemma 4.5 (i)], we have γ c e " π c e " e^c.
(vi) To prove (vi), we begin by observing that πpπeq " πe, so γ πe ≤ π by (ii), and therefore γ πe e ≤ πe. On the other hand, as πe ≤ e, it follows that πe " γ πe pπeq ≤ γ πe e.
(vii) As finite suprema in Γ ex pEq can be computed pointwise and γ f e ≤ e, we have pγ e _ γ f qe " γ e e _ γ f e " e _ γ f e " e, and likewise pγ e _ γ f qf " f . Thus, if e K f then pγ e _ γ f qpe ' f q " pγ e _ γ f qe ' pγ e _ γ f qf " e ' f , and it follows that γ e'f ≤ γ e _ γ f . On the other hand, since e, f ≤ e ' f , part (iii) implies that γ e _ γ f ≤ γ e'f .
(viii) As γ e P Γ ex pEq, we have γ e pγ e f q " γ e f . Also γ f pγ e f q " γ e pγ f f q " γ e f , and it follows from (ii) that γ γef ≤ γ e^γf . We have to prove that γ e^γf ≤ γ γef . From part (vii) and the fact that f " γ e f ' pγ e q 1 f , we obtain γ f " γ γef _ γ pγeq 1 f . Also, since pγ e q 1 ppγ e q 1 f q " pγ e q 1 f it follows from (ii) that γ pγeq 1 f ≤ pγ e q 1 , whence γ e^γpγ eq 1 f " 0, and, working in the boolean algebra Γ ex pEq, we have γ e^γf " pγ e^γγ ef q _ pγ e^γpγ eq 1 f q " γ e^γγ ef ≤ γ γef as desired.
(ix) Put d :" pγ f q 1 e. Then by (viii), γ f^γd " γ γ f d " γ 0 " 0, so γ d ≤ pγ f q 1 . As e " γ f e ' d, part (vii) implies that γ e " γ γ f e _ γ d " pγ f^γe q _ γ d ; hence by the distributive law in the BA Γ ex pEq,
Remark 5.3. If every element e P E has an exocentral cover γ e , then by parts (i) and (viii) of Theorem 5.2, pγ e q ePE is a so-called hull system on the GEA E [10, Definition 7.1].
Orthosummability and orthocompleteness
By definition, a singleton sequence pe 1 q in E is orthogonal with orthosum e 1 , and by recurrence, a finite sequence e 1 , e 2 , . . . , e n is orthogonal with orthosum e 1 ' e 2 '¨¨¨' e n iff e 1 , e 2 , . . . , e n´1 is orthogonal and pe 1 ' e 2 '¨¨¨' e n´1 q K e n , in which case e 1 ' e 2 '¨¨¨' e n :" pe 1 ' e 2 '¨¨¨' e n´1 q ' e n . Alternatively, the orthosum e 1 ' e 2 '¨¨¨' e n may be written as ' n i"1 e i . The idea of a finite orthogonal sequence enables us to show, as per the next theorem, how a representation of E as a finite cartesian product of GEAs relates to the exocenter of E.
Theorem 6.1. [10, Theorem 3.9] Suppose that π 1 , π 2 , . . . , π n are pairwise disjoint elements of the boolean algebra Γ ex pEq such that π 1 _π 2 _¨¨¨_π n " 1 (the unit in Γ ex pEq ) and let X :" π 1 pEqˆπ 2 pEqˆ¨¨¨ˆπ n pEq. Then, for pe 1 , e 2 , . . . , e n q P X, the sequence e 1 , e 2 , . . . , e n is orthogonal in E and e 1 ' e 2 '¨¨¨' e n " e 1 _ e 2 _¨¨¨_ e n . Moreover, Φ : X Ñ E defined by Φpe 1 , e 2 , . . . , e n q :" e 1 ' e 2 '¨¨¨' e n is a GEA-isomorphism, and if e P E, then Φ´1e " pπ 1 e, π 2 e, . . . , π n eq P X.
Owing to commutativity and associativity, the orthosum of a finite sequence does not depend on the order of its summands, so we may define in an obvious way orthogonality and the orthosum ' iPF e i for a family pe i q iPF indexed by a finite set F . (We understand that the empty family pe i q iPH is orthogonal with ' iPH e i :" 0.)
Let I be an arbitrary indexing set, let FpIq be the set of all finite subsets of I, and let pe i q iPI be a family of elements in E. We say that the family pe i q iPI is orthogonal iff the finite subfamily pe i q iPF is orthogonal for every F P FpIq. If pe i q iPI is orthogonal and F P FpIq, then ' iPF e i is called a finite partial orthosum of pe i q iPI . An orthogonal family pe i q iPI is said to be orthosummable with orthosum ' iPI e i iff the supremum s " Ž F PF pIq p' iPF e i q of all of its finite partial orthosums exists in E, in which case ' iPI e i :" s.
Lemma 6.2. [10, Theorem 3.12 (iii)] If π P Γ ex pEq and pe i q iPI is an orthosummable family in E, then pπe i q iPI is an orthosummable family in E and πp' iPI e i q " ' iPI πe i .
The GEA E is said to be orthocomplete iff every orthogonal family in E is orthosummable. Orthocompleteness is a rather strong condition to impose on a GEA; for instance, if a GEA is upward directed and orthocomplete, then it is an EA [10, Theorem 5.5]. In particular, an orthocomplete lattice GEA (e.g., an orthocomplete GBEA) is an EA (respectively, a BEA). A milder condition, Dedekind orthocompleteness, requires only that every orthogonal family in E that has a bounded set of finite partial orthosums is orthosummable [10, §5] . Theorem 6.3. Cf. [22, Lemma 3.3] Suppose that the GEA E is Dedekind orthocomplete, let e 1 ≥ e 2 ≥ e 3 ≥¨¨¨be a descending sequence in E, and put d i :" e i a e i`1 for i P N. Then: i q i"1,2,. ..,n is a finite orthogonal sequence and ' n i"1 d i " e 1 a e n`1 . (ii) pd i q iPN is an orthosummable sequence and
Ź iPN e i exists in E and
Ź iPN e i . Proof. Induction on n proves part (i). Let F be a finite subset of N and choose any upper bound n in N for F . As pd i q i"1,2,...,n is a finite orthogonal sequence with ' n i"1 d i " e 1 a e n`1 ≤ e 1 , it follows that pd i q iPF is orthogonal with
and it follows that f ≤ e 1 a d, proving (iii) . Part (iv) follows immediately from (iii). If p P E, then a family pe i q iPI in Er0, ps is said to be p-orthogonal (respectively, p-orthosummable) iff it is orthogonal (respectively, orthosummable) in the EA Er0, ps. If pe i q iPI is p-orthosummable, then its orthosum in the EA Er0, ps is called its p-orthosum. (i) Let F be a finite subset of I. Then the finite subfamily pe i q iPF of pe i q iPI is p-orthogonal iff pe i q iPF is orthogonal in E and ' iPF e i ≤ p. Moreover, if pe i q iPF is p-orthogonal, then ' iPF e i is also the p-orthosum of pe i q iPF . (ii) If pe i q iPI is p-orthogonal, then it is orthogonal in E and the set of finite partial orthosums of pe i q iPI in E is the same as the set of finite partial p-orthosums of pe i q iPI in Er0, ps. (iii) Let pe i q iPI be p-orthogonal, hence orthogonal by (ii), and suppose that pe i q iPI is orthosummable in E with orthosum s :" ' iPI e i . Then pe i q iPI is p-orthosummable, s P Er0, ps, and s is the p-orthosum of pe i q iPI . (iv) If the GEA E is Dedekind orthocomplete and pe i q iPI is p-orthogonal, then it is both orthosummable in E and p-orthosummable in Er0, ps; moreover, its orthosum ' iPI e i in E coincides with its p-orthosum in Er0, ps. (v) If the GEA E is Dedekind orthocomplete, then the EA Er0, ps is orthocomplete.
Proof. Part (i) follows from induction on the cardinal number of F and (ii) follows immediately from (i). To prove (iii) , assume that pe i q iPI is porthogonal, hence by (ii), pe i q iPI is orthogonal and the set S of finite partial orthosums of pe i q iPI is the same as the set of finite partial p-orthosums of pe i q iPI . Therefore S is bounded above by p, so its supremum s in E belongs to Er0, ps, and it follows that s is also the supremum of S in the EA Er0, ps; hence s is the p-orthosum of pe i q iPI .
To prove (iv), assume that E is Dedekind orthocomplete and that pe i q iPI is p-orthogonal. Then by (ii), pe i q iPI is orthogonal in E and the set S of finite partial orthosums of pe i q iPI in E is also the set of finite partial p-orthosums of pe i q iPI in Er0, ps. Thus, since every finite partial p-orthosum of pe i q iPI is bounded above by p, it follows from Dedekind orthocompleteness that pe i q iPI is orthosummable in E; hence by (iii) , pe i q iPI is p-orthosummable and its orthosum ' iPI e i in E coincides with its p-orthosum. Part (v) follows immediately from (iv).
Corollary 6.5. Let pp i q iPI Ď E be orthosummable in E and put p :" ' iPI p i . Then pp i q iPI Ď Er0, ps, pp i q iPI is p-orthosummable, and the unit p in the EA Er0, ps is the p-orthosum of pp i q iPI .
Proof. Assume the hypotheses. Then, for every finite subset F of I, we have ' iPF p i ≤ p, and it follows that pp i q iPI Ď Er0, ps is p-orthogonal. Thus the conclusions of the corollary follow from Theorem 6.4 (iii) .
Another version of orthocompleteness called central orthocompleteness (Definition 6.8 below) [10, §6] , will play an important role in Section 7.
Definition 6.6. We say that elements e, f P E are Γ ex -orthogonal iff there are π, ξ P Γ ex pEq such that π^ξ " 0, πe " e, and ξf " f . More generally, an arbitrary family pe i q iPI in E is called Γ ex -orthogonal iff there is a pairwise disjoint family pπ i q iPI in Γ ex pEq such that π i e i " e i for all i P I.
It is not difficult to see that e and f are Γ ex -orthogonal iff there is a direct sum decomposition E " H ' K with e P H and f P K.
Lemma 6.7. [10, Lemma 6.2] Suppose that pe i q iPI is a Γ ex -orthogonal family in E. Then pe i q iPI is orthosummable in E iff the supremum Ž iPI e i exists in E, in which case ' iPI e i " Ž iPI e i .
Definition 6.8. The GEA E is a centrally orthocomplete GEA (COGEA) iff it satisfies the following conditions:
(CO1) Every Γ ex -orthogonal family in E is orthosummable in E (i.e., it has a supremum in E).
whence pπ i eq iPI P X. Let π :" Ž iPI π i be the supremum of the family pπ i q iPI in the complete boolean algebra Γ ex pEq. By Theorem 6.9 (ii), πe " Ž iPI π i e and πp " Ž iPI π i p "
, ps is well-defined. By [10, Theorem 6.6], Φ : X Ñ Er0, ps is a GEA-morphism, and since Ž iPI p i " p, it is an EA-morphism. In view of (iv), we can and do define Ψ : Er0, ps Ñ X by Ψe :" pπ i eq iPI P X for e P Er0, ps. Clearly, Ψ is an EA-morphism; by (iii) , Φ˝Ψ is the identity mapping on X; and by (ii) Ψ˝Φ is the identity on Er0, ps; so Ψ " Φ´1.
Theorem 6.12. [10, Theorem 8.2] If E is a COGEA, then every element e P E has an exocentral cover given by γ e :" Ź tπ P Γ ex pEq : πe " eu.
The center of a COGEA
Standing Assumptions 7.1. Henceforth we assume that E is a centrally orthocomplete generalized effect algebra (COGEA) and that pγ e q ePE is the exocentral cover system for E (Theorem 6.12).
Lemma 7.2. Let pe i q iPI be a family of elements in E. Then:
(i) pe i q iPI in E is Γ ex -orthogonal iff, for all i, j P I, i " j ñ γ e i^γ e j " 0.
(ii) pe i q iPI is Γ ex -orthogonal iff it is pairwise Γ ex -orthogonal.
Proof. Suppose that pe i q iPI is Γ ex -orthogonal. Then there is a pairwise disjoint family pπ i q iPI in Γ ex pEq such that π i e i " e i for all i P I. Therefore, γ e i ≤ π i for all i P I, whence the family pγ e i q iPI Ď Γ ex pEq is pairwise disjoint. The converse is obvious, (i) is proved, and (ii) is an immediate consequence of (i).
Lemma 7.3.
(i) If e P E and c P ΓpEq then γ e c P ΓpEq.
Proof. (i) Assume the hypotheses of (i), putĉ :" γ e c and let f P E. Then by parts (viii) and (v) of Theorem 5.2, γĉf " γ γec f " γ e pγ c f q " γ e pf^cq ≤ γ e c "ĉ, and it follows that γĉpEq Ď Er0,ĉs. Therefore,ĉ P ΓpEq by Theorem 5.2 (iv).
(ii) Assume the hypothesis of (ii). By Theorem 5.2 (v), γ c " π c for all c P ΓpEq, and the family pc i q iPI is bounded above by Ž iPI c i ; hence (ii) follows from [10, Theorem 6.11]. (i) There exists u P ΓpEq such that γ u is the largest mapping in the set tγ c : c P ΓpEqu. (ii) For the element u in (i), we have ΓpEq Ď γ u pEq " Er0, us. (iii) The element u in (i) is uniquely determined; in fact, it is the largest element in ΓpEq.
Proof. (i) By Zorn's lemma, there exists a maximal Γ ex -orthogonal family of central elements pc i q iPI Ď ΓpEq. Since E is a COGEA, u :" Ž iPI c i " ' iPI c i exists in E and u P ΓpEq by Corollary 7.3 (ii). Let c P ΓpEq and put d :" pγ u q 1 c. By Corollary 7.3 (i), γ d c P ΓpEq, and by Theorem 5.2 (ix),
whence by Theorem 5.2 (vii), γ u^γĉ " γ γuĉ " γ 0 " 0. As c i ≤ u, it follows that γ c i^γĉ " 0 for all i P I, whereupon γĉ " 0 by the maximality of the Γ ex -orthogonal family pc i q iPI . Therefore, c a γ u c " pγ u q 1 c "ĉ " 0, whence γ u c " c, and consequently γ c ≤ γ u for all c P ΓpEq.
(ii) & (iii) Let c P ΓpEq. Using Theorem 5.2 (iv) and part (i), we find that c P Er0, cs " γ c pEq Ď γ u pEq " Er0, us. In particular, c P ΓpEq implies c ≤ u, and we also have (iii) as well. Proof. According to Theorem 5.2 (v), γ c " π c for all c P ΓpEq, and by Lemma 7.4 (iii), u is an upper bound for pc i q iPI ; hence parts (i) and (ii) follow from [10, Theorem 6.11] . According to Theorem 4.11, ΓpEq is a GBA, and by Lemma 7.4 (iii) , it has a unit (largest element); hence it is a BA. It follows immediately from parts (i) and (ii) that ΓpEq is complete.
The following theorem shows that a COGEA E decomposes uniquely as a direct sum E " H ' K where H is an EA containing the center of E and K is centerless. Theorem 7.6. Let u be the unit (largest element) in the complete boolean algebra ΓpEq (Lemma 7.4). Then:
(i) The EA Er0, us " γ u pEq is a direct summand of E and the complementary direct summand is pγ u q 1 pEq " tf P E : f K uu " te a pu^eq : e P Eu. (ii) The center of Er0, us is ΓpEq, the complementary direct summand pγ u q 1 pEq is centerless, and no nonzero direct summand of pγ u q 1 pEq is an EA. (iii) If E " H 'K where the direct summand H is an EA and K is centerless, then H " Er0, us and K " tf P E : f K uu.
Proof. (i) By Theorem 5.2 (iv), γ u pEq " Er0, us, so the EA Er0, us is a direct summand of E. Therefore, by Lemma 4.10 (iii), the complementary direct summand of Er0, us is pγ u q 1 pEq " tf P E : f K uu " te a pu^eq : e P Eu.
(ii) As a consequence of Lemma 7.4 (ii), we have ΓpEq Ď γ u pEq " Er0, us, and by Theorem 4.13 (v), ΓpEr0, usq " Γpγ u pEqq " ΓpEq X γ u pEq " ΓpEq. Therefore, by Theorem 4.13 (v) again, Γppγ u q 1 pEqq " ΓpEq X pγ u q 1 pEq Ď γ u pEq X pγ u q 1 pEq " t0u.
(iii) Assume the hypotheses of (iii). Then, as per parts (iii) and (iv) of Lemma 4.10, Theorem 5.2 (iv), and Lemma 7.4 (iii), there exists c P ΓpEq such that H " Er0, cs " γ c pEq, K " pγ c q 1 pEq " tf P E : f K cu, and c ≤ u. As ΓpEq is a sub-GEA of E (Theorem 4.11), we have d :" u a c P ΓpEq, and since d K c, we also have d P K. Therefore by Theorem 4.13 (v), d P ΓpEq X K " ΓpEq X pγ c q 1 pEq " Γppγ c q 1 pEqq " ΓpKq, whence, as K is centerless, u a c " d " 0, i.e., c " u.
Concluding remarks
Theorem 7.6, which is the main theorem of this paper, reduces the study of centrally orthocomplete generalized effect algebras to the study of centrally orthocomplete effect algebras on the one hand, and on the other hand to the study of centrally orthocomplete and centerless COGEAs in which no direct summand is an effect algebra.
In [11, 12] , we have begun working on the problem of extending to GEAs the theories of type decomposition, hull mappings, and dimension for EAs [6, 8] . With a few adjustments to compensate for the lack of a unit element, it turns out that the EA theory extends in a satisfactory way to GEAs. Likewise, one would expect that the theory of quotients of dimension EAs [9] should extend to GEAs. In this connection, it should be mentioned that, even for a dimension EA, perspicuous conditions for the completeness (as a lattice) of the quotient are not known. Work has also begun on extending the theory of GEAs to so-called generalized pseudoeffect algebras, which are noncommutative versions of GEAs [13] .
